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We present a theoretical framework to calculate how storage affects the energy return on energy investment (EROI) ratios of wind and solar resources. Our methods identify conditions under which it is more energetically favorable to store energy than it is to simply curtail electricity production. Electrochemically based storage technologies result in much smaller EROI ratios than large-scale geologically based storage technologies like compressed air energy storage (CAES) and pumped hydroelectric storage (PHS). All storage technologies paired with solar photovoltaic (PV) generation yield EROI ratios that are greater than curtailment. Due to their low energy stored on electrical energy invested (ESOI) ratios, conventional battery technologies reduce the EROI ratios of wind generation below curtailment EROI ratios. To yield a greater net energy return than curtailment, battery storage technologies paired with wind generation need an ESOIw > 80. We identify improvements in cycle life as the most feasible way to increase battery ESOI. Depending upon the battery’s embodied energy requirement, an increase of cycle life to 10 000–18 000 (2–20 times present values) is required for pairing with wind (assuming liberal round-trip efficiency [90%] and liberal depth-of-discharge [80%] values). Reducing embodied energy costs, increasing efficiency and increasing depth of discharge will also further improve the energetic performance of batteries. While this paper focuses on only one benefit of energy storage, the value of not curtailing electricity generation during periods of excess production, similar analyses could be used to draw conclusions about other benefits as well.

Broader context

Rapid deployment of power generation technologies harnessing wind and solar resources continues to reduce the carbon intensity of the power grid. But as these technologies comprise a larger fraction of power supply, their variable nature poses challenges to power grid operation. Today, during times of power oversupply or unfavorable market conditions, power grid operators curtail these resources. Rates of curtailment are expected to increase with increased renewable electricity production. That is unless technologies are implemented that can provide grid flexibility to balance power supply with power demand. Curtailment is an obvious forfeiture of energy and it increases the lifetime cost of electricity from curtailed generators. What are less obvious are the energetic costs for technologies that provide grid flexibility. In this study we employ net energy analysis to compare the energetic cost of wind and solar generation curtailed at various rates to the energetic cost of those generators paired with storage. We find that energetic cost depends on the generation technology, the storage technology, and the rate of curtailment. In some cases it is energetically favorable to store excess electricity. In other cases, it is favorable to curtail these resources. Our goal is to stimulate the identification of new and optimum uses for excess renewable energy and research and development directions for technologies providing grid flexibility.

1 Introduction

The world needs affordable, accessible, sustainable and low-carbon energy resources.1–3 Of the renewable resources, solar PV and wind turbines have the highest technical potential to satisfy this need, but these technologies generate electricity from variable, weather-dependent resources.4–7 Fig. 1 provides a compelling visualization of 30 days of superimposed power demand time series data (red) wind energy generation data (blue) and solar insolation data (yellow). Supply correlates poorly with demand.

To accommodate variable sources of electricity, grid-operators will deploy load-balancing techniques that increase grid flexibility. These techniques include improved forecasting of renewable generation, building excess generation capacity and transmission, natural gas firming, electrical energy storage and demand-side management.8–12 In lieu of grid flexibility, variable resources are curtailed during periods of oversupply or of strong market disincentives.13,14 Consequently, electricity is squandered, capacity
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Analysis

To be clear, we focus solely on comparing the energy efficiency of storing electricity versus curtailing electrical generation. EES has significant value if not quantified or analyzed in this study, including electricity market economics, insuring reliable power supplies to critical infrastructure, ancillary benefits to power grid operation, and application in disaster relief and war zone scenarios.

Our analysis begins with a theoretical framework for quantifying how storage affects net energy ratios. This framework accommodates any type of generation or storage technology. Using Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) data for generation and storage technologies, we calculate which storage and generation technologies result in a net energy gain over curtailment. We provide a straightforward decision metric for choosing storage or curtailment. Finally, we discuss these results and make recommendations for storage use scenarios, consider alternative options to curtailment, and identify the most effective research and development directions for improving the energetic performance of battery technologies.

2 A theoretical framework for system-wide EROI

The ESI† includes a thorough derivation of the framework for calculating the EROI of renewable generation paired with storage. In this section we present the necessary terms and equations required to calculate this paper’s results.

The field of net energy analysis (NEA) is a broad system of methodologies for comparing the amount of energy delivered to society by a technology to the energy consumption over the full lifecycle of the technology. A frequently used metric in NEA is the EROI, which is the ratio of energy delivered to the lifecycle costs of energy production. Another metric is energy intensity, which is the lifecycle costs of energy production per unit of energy delivered to society. We present our data and results in terms of EROI: the amount of electrical energy returned per unit of electrical energy invested. We present our quantitative methods in terms of energy intensity: the amount of electrical energy investment per unit of electrical energy return. EROI values are frequently reported in the literature. Energy intensities are more useful in calculating the energy performance of energy systems. EROI and ε are complex terms that depend on how the inputs and outputs are defined. We employ these terms in a generalized manner.

We define energy intensity of a renewable energy technology as the electrical energy inputs per unit electrical energy output over the lifetime of the technology of a storage device. The input is the cradle-to-gate embodied energy, which is the lifecycle costs of energy production per unit of energy delivered to society. We present our quantitative methods in terms of energy intensity: the amount of electrical energy investment per unit of electrical energy return. EROI values are frequently reported in the literature. Energy intensities are more useful in calculating the energy performance of energy systems. EROI and ε are complex terms that depend on how the inputs and outputs are defined. We employ these terms in a generalized manner.
is the depth of discharge [fractional] at which \( \lambda \) cycles are achieved. As such,

\[
\varepsilon_s = \frac{\varepsilon_e}{1 + \Delta D} \quad \left[ \text{kWh}_e \text{ embodied} / \text{kWh}_e \text{ capacity} \right].
\]  

(1)

Given the energy intensities of a generation and storage technology, \( \varepsilon_r \) and \( \varepsilon_s \), we now consider the grid-level energy intensity, \( \varepsilon_{gr} \), of a simple energy system: a variable renewable resource rendered grid-dispatchable by an EES technology. A power grid, on a time-average basis, cannot accommodate a fraction, \( \phi \), of the variable resource’s energy return. This fraction is curtailed or stored. Either choice increases the energy intensity of the electricity output. Curtailment increases the resource energy intensity, \( \varepsilon_r \), to \( \varepsilon_e \),

\[
\varepsilon_e = \frac{\varepsilon_r}{(1 - \phi)} \quad \left[ \text{kWh}_e \text{ embodied} / \text{kWh}_e \text{ generated} \right].
\]  

(2)

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the energy inputs and outputs of power grid incorporating EES at fraction \( \phi \). Although the diagram shows one solar PV panel and one storage battery, it represents energy inputs and outputs generalized at societal scale. The output from storage is modulated by the storage efficiency, \( \eta_r \), and the fractional input \( \phi \). As such, the storage energy intensity, \( \varepsilon_s \), is multiplied by \( \eta_r \) to maintain a denominator of per unit electrical energy output. Summing the energy inputs, and dividing them by the output energy to the power grid, it is shown in the ESI that grid energy intensity, \( \varepsilon_{gr} \), equals

\[
\varepsilon_{gr} = \frac{\varepsilon_r + \eta_r \varepsilon_s}{(1 - \phi + \phi \eta_r)} \quad \left[ \text{kWh}_e \text{ embodied} / \text{kWh}_e \text{ generated} \right].
\]  

(3)

### 2.1 Decreases in EROI at grid scale

We define the EROI of a renewable resource energy acquisition technology as the inverse of \( \varepsilon_r \): EROI = \( \frac{1}{\varepsilon_r} \). In a previous study\(^{23} \) we derived an analog to EROI for storage technologies: Energy Stored on Invested (ESOI). That study defined ESOI as the primary energy inputs per unit of EES capacity. ESOI is the ratio of electrical energy stored over the lifetime of a storage device to the amount of embodied electrical energy required to build the device:

\[
\text{ESOI} = \frac{C \Delta D}{C \varepsilon_r} = \frac{\Delta D}{\varepsilon_r} \quad \left[ \text{kWh}_e \text{ capacity} / \text{kWh}_e \text{ embodied} \right].
\]  

(4)

where \( C \) is the battery capacity [kWh]. Again, by definition ESOI is the inverse of \( \varepsilon_r \). Curtailing a resource at some fraction \( \phi \) reduces its EROI to EROI\(_{\text{curt}}\).

\[
\text{ESOI}_{\text{curt}} = (1 - \phi) \text{EROI} \quad \left[ \frac{\text{kWh}_e \text{ generated}}{\text{kWh}_e \text{ embodied}} \right].
\]  

(5)

The incorporation of storage at some fraction \( \phi \) reduces the system EROI to EROI\(_{\text{grid}}\). In terms of EROI and ESOI, eqn (3) can be rearranged as

\[
\text{EROI}_{\text{grid}} = \frac{1 - \phi + \eta_r \phi}{1 + \eta_r} \quad \left[ \frac{\text{kWh}_e \text{ generated}}{\text{kWh}_e \text{ embodied}} \right].
\]  

(6)

In our derivation of EROI\(_{\text{grid}}\) we assume that storage operates optimally and that the precise storage capacity required is built. As such, EROI\(_{\text{grid}}\) is a theoretical maximum for a given generation and storage technology.

### 2.2 EROI and ESOI, data for technologies

Table 1 lists median EROI values, median ESOI values, and storage technology attributes used in the computation of our results. We acquired EROI data for wind turbine and PV technologies, and ESOI data for storage technologies, by employing a meta-analysis of previous LCA studies (see ESI\(^{\ddagger} \)).

Fig. 3 shows average quantile EROI values for PV solar technologies and wind farm locations. Thin film solar technologies have greater EROI values than wafer technologies (sc-Si and mc-Si). Reported EROI values for wind farms vary from less than 5 to greater than 100. Wind technologies have a much larger median EROI (86 and 89) than solar technologies (8 and 13). This is primarily due to large differences in their embodied energy. A distinct decrease in embodied energy for wafer technologies occurred in the depths of discharge due to large differences in their embodied energy. A distinct decrease in embodied energy for wafer technologies occurred in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Cycle life</th>
<th>Depth of discharge</th>
<th>Embodied energy</th>
<th>Energy ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li-ion</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaS</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>4750</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PbA</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRB</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnBr</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAES</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>25 000</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHS</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>25 000</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Generation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>EROI(^{[d]})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wafer PV</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{[a]}\) Sources: [24] ref. 24, [b] ref. 25, [c] ref. 23, [d] ref. 26, detailed analysis in ESI.
the period 2005–2008, which coincides with the PV industry switching from highly purified (99.99999% pure) electronics-grade silicon, obtained as a waste stream from the microchip manufacturing industry, to production of its own less pure (99.999% pure) solar-grade silicon.

We provide these EROI and ESOIe ratio data to explore storage and curtailment in the contemporary energy landscape. These ratios vary with different designs within a particular technology set and will change with technological advances. They also depend on operating practices and location.

As recognized in prior work, these ESOIe data demonstrate a key difference in the net energy performance of battery technologies and large-scale geological storage technologies: batteries have lower ESOI ratios by more than two orders of magnitude. The values for flow and PbA batteries are particularly low. Over their entire life, these technologies only store 5 to 10 times the energy (electrical equivalents) required to build them.

EROI and ESOIe ratios are cast in units of electrical energy per electrical energy. To compare the energetic losses associated with curtailment to the energetic requirements of EES the same type of energy needs to be maintained in the theoretical framework. Two commonly used options are primary energy (e.g. higher heating value of coal, oil or gas) or some form of secondary energy (e.g. energy content of electricity). First, we cast ESOI in terms of electrical energy because curtailed energy is electrical, not primary energy. Second, for electrochemical storage many processes including material extraction and purification as well as battery manufacture is presently or could be electrified. Third, although geologic storage technologies require civil construction operations that rely on primary fuel sources, over 2/3 of the capital energy expenditures could be electrified. Specifically, the energetic cost breakdown for PHS is as follows: reservoir and dam construction (104.8 GJ/MW h); tunneling (86.7); electrical equipment (134.7). And for CAES: cavern development (16.2); site and buildings (36.7); electrical equipment (65.9); gas infrastructure (130.5). Assuming reservoir construction, dam construction and cavern development require primary energy, hypothetically, about 70% of PHS and 90% of CAES deployment could be electrified.

3 Results

EES increases the energy intensity of renewable resources to $\varepsilon_{g}$ (eqn (3)). Curtailment increases the energy intensity to $\varepsilon_{c}$ (eqn (2)). By setting $\varepsilon_{g} = \varepsilon_{c}$ we establish a decision metric that determines when, from a net energy perspective, a variable electric resource should be stored. As demonstrated in the ESI,† this equality, in terms of EROI and ESOIe, simplifies to

$$\frac{\text{ESOI}_e}{\text{EROI}} = 1 - \phi.$$ (7)

when this equality holds, curtailment and storage yield the same grid scale EROI. Otherwise, from an energy efficiency perspective, one of two conditions exists:

$$\frac{\text{ESOI}_e}{\text{EROI}} = \begin{cases} \text{store if } & 1 - \phi \\ \text{curtail if } & \phi \leq 1 - \phi \end{cases}.$$ (8)

This inequality can be rearranged to explore individual variables. For example, to determine what minimum ESOIe is required to achieve a net energy gain over curtailment the following arrangement is employed,

$$\text{ESOI}_e > (1 - \phi) \text{EROI}.$$ (9)
Individual variables can be expanded to further explore the effects that technological attributes have on the decision to store or curtail. For example, the minimum cycle life required by electrochemical storage technologies is

\[ \lambda > (1 - \phi) \frac{\text{EROI}}{\eta D} \]  

(10)

The decision to install and operate equipment to store or curtail excess electrical energy depends on the energy resource, the storage technology, and the fraction of energy that is to be curtailed or passes through storage. Fig. 4 shows four curtailment or storage values of \( \phi \) that bisect the plot into two regions.

The blue region above and to the left of a \( \phi \) line shows combinations of resource EROI (y-axis) and storage ESOI (x-axis), that would reduce the grid EROI to values below reductions simply due to curtailment, i.e. \( \text{EROI}_{\text{grid}} < \text{EROI}_{\text{curt}} \). The green region below and to the right of a \( \phi \) line shows combinations of EROI and ESOI that yield grid EROI values that are better than curtailment EROI values, \( \text{EROI}_{\text{grid}} > \text{EROI}_{\text{curt}} \). In this region the use of storage provides a net energy gain over curtailment.

This plot tells a simple story. From a net-energy perspective, electricity generated using solar PV technologies can be stored efficiently using all plotted technologies, while wind power should be stored with more energetically favorable storage options such as PHS and CAES.

Fig. 5 shows calculated grid EROI values, \( \text{EROI}_{\text{grid}} \), for PV (top) and wind resources (bottom) used with storage technologies (colored lines) as a function of \( \phi \). The solid black line bisecting the plots indicates the EROI value due to curtailment, spanning a range from original resource EROI to zero. The green region to the right of this line indicates combinations of EROI, ESOI and \( \phi \) in which storage yields better energy returns than curtailment, \( \text{EROI}_{\text{grid}} > \text{EROI}_{\text{curt}} \). To the left, in blue, \( \text{EROI}_{\text{grid}} < \text{EROI}_{\text{curt}} \), storage implementation is more energetically costly than simply curtailing the resource.

Several interesting results emerge from Fig. 5. First, storage technologies with low ESOI values, like PbA and ZnBr, reduce the grid EROI down much more severely than technologies with high ESOI values, like PHS, CAES and Li-Ion. Second, the bottom plot shows that battery technologies paired with wind yield grid EROI values far below EROI values from curtailment alone for reasonable values of \( \phi \). However these grid EROI values are greater than the average PV EROI value (8).

4 Discussion

Ideally, storage technologies that support generation resources should not diminish energy-return ratios below curtailment energy return ratios for reasonable values of \( \phi \). This means that geologic storage technologies, not contemporary battery technologies, are much more favorable for storing electricity generated from wind power.

Why do high EROI generation values require high ESOI storage values, and why do low ESOI values accommodate low EROI generation technologies? It is helpful to think of energy intensity as a cost. Generation with low \( e_r \) is energetically inexpensive. Curtailing these resources does not incur as much societal scale energetic cost as using energetically expensive, i.e. low ESOI, storage technologies. Conversely, generation with high \( e_r \) resources is energetically expensive. Curtailing these resources forfeits energy that incurred high energetic costs. These costs, in the case of PV, are greater than the cost of incorporating storage even with low ESOI values. Attempting to salvage energetically cheap power (e.g., wind) using energetically expensive batteries is wasteful from a societal perspective. The renewable transition will be aided by choosing the most energetically efficient ways to get low carbon power.

Curtailment rates will depend on the energy and market balance of specific power grids, and on power grid flexibility.
Two aspects play a dominant role in determining curtailment rates: the coincidence of renewable resources with power demand and the flexibility available in the power grid. As shown in Fig. 1 solar resources correlate with electricity demand more consistently than wind. This correlation is especially prevalent in regions like the southwest United States that experience high solar insolation and large afternoon power loads due to air conditioning. As renewables comprise a larger fraction of power supply, curtailment rates and power-grid conditions should be quantified and analyzed.

Grid flexibility is the second determinant for rates of curtailment. Today, in Texas, wind curtailment is due to transmission constraints. Increased transmission and distribution are presently reducing curtailment rates in Texas.

The energetic performance of battery technologies can and should be improved. ESOIe (eqn (4)) depends linearly on cycle life, efficiency, depth-of-discharge and embodied energy. Given the realistic values for these variables, an increase in cycle life has the greatest potential to increase ESOIe. Reducing the embodied energy, εe, and improving efficiency and depth-of-discharge will also increase ESOIe. Fig. 4 employs eqn (10) and shows the number of cycles electrochemical storage technologies must achieve to outperform curtailment (y-axis) when paired with wind generation (EROI = 86) at curtailment rates or storage fractions φ (x-axis).

In calculating Fig. 6 we assume the following values for the other battery attributes that define its ESOIe ratio (eqn (4) and (10)): efficiency, η = 90%, depth of discharge, D = 80% and three embodied electrical energy-per-unit storage capacity values, εe = 50, 100, 150 kWhe/kWhc. Today’s battery technologies have an εe between 96 and 208 (Table 1). At today’s rates of curtailment (indicated by red arrows below the x-axis), batteries storing wind resources need to achieve a minimum cycle life of 1000–18000 depending on φ and εe. This requires improvement in cycle life performance of existing technologies by a factor of 2–20 (Table 1). Recent advancements show much promise in improving cycle life, and several proposals for high-cycle life grid batteries have been funded by the U.S. Department of Energy.

The topic of grid energy storage currently holds the interest of policymakers and economists. It is important that the net-energy framework presented here is used appropriately and that our results do not lead to simplistic or wrong conclusions. The value of available energy depends on time, location and need. The economic value of storing energy depends on many factors including extant policies, market forces, and power grid generation availability and power demand conditions. The net-energy framework presented here is intended to aid long-term strategy and planning about the future of our energy systems. The utility lies in informing and building policy around R&D targets, system planning, and economic incentives for energy storage systems. A conclusion that could be drawn from this work is, if society aims to increase output of (say) wind energy with the least energetic investment, it is better in many cases to just build another wind turbine, or possibly transmission lines, than to build a battery to store power that arrives at off-peak times. Conversely, the framework cannot adequately draw conclusions regarding the economic costs and benefits of storage in a given context (time, place, technology).

In closing, there are many reasons why storage provides a useful tool for increasing grid flexibility. We have focused on only one measure of the value of storage. It is equally important to consider other benefits provided by storage, including improved power quality and access to electricity in times of generation shortages, particularly in regions that lack access to an electricity grid. The value of these services needs to be weighed in comparison to other considerations, such as the net energetics we focus on here. It is also worth asking the question: are there other uses for electricity generated by wind or solar that would otherwise be stored or curtailed? For example, excess electricity could be used in applications where the need for on-demand power is low and are not strongly disadvantaged by intermittency, for example, desalinating or purifying water or driving irrigation pumps. These conditions could result in high EROIgrid values with benefits to society that lie beyond the power-grid sector. Further research in net-energy analysis and other perspectives, including economics and environmental stewardship, should explore additional and alternative uses for energy slated for curtailment.

The energetic costs of other grid-flexibility technologies and their reduction of resource EROI should be quantified. The framework presented here can be readily tailored to technologies, including variable generation, increased transmission, and demand-side management including smart grid technology. A comparison of their energetic cost to storage and curtailment could lead to identifying energetically favorable

---

**Fig. 6** A line plot of minimum cycle life values (λ) electrochemical storage technologies must achieve to yield better EROI ratios than curtailment as a function of φ when paired with wind generation (Wind EROI is 86). Dashed lines indicate different embodied electrical energy values per unit storage capacity. Typical values for battery storage range from 100 to 150 kWh_e/kWh_e. We assume other storage attributes are η = 0.9 and D = 0.8.
combinations of grid flexibility technologies sensitive to regional power grid policy, operations and natural resources.
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